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About the Company
Broadway Media Distribution (BMD) serves more than 2,500 organizations and
globally distributes affordable and accessible media solutions to theatre groups
The company’s distributed products include animated Scenic Projections and
audiovisual hardware aimed at solving the challenges many theatrical organizations
face when mounting elaborate live productions.
BMD exists to provide access to compelling and meaningful media content for
theatrical organizations, regardless of size.

Fast Facts
•

Broadway Media Distribution distributes compelling and meaningful theatrical
media solutions that are affordable and accessible for theatres of all sizes

•

In January 2013, BMD was commissioned for its first project: to develop scenic
projections for Monty Python’s Spamalot

•

In August 2015, BMD licensed its original content of Spamalot for a production
at the Hollywood Bowl

•

Broadway Media Distribution serves more than 2,500 clients globally

•

BMD is the industry leader in scenic content distribution for primary and
secondary educational institutions and community-based theatrical
organizations

•

BMD has developed partnerships with industry leaders and companies, including
leading theatrical licensing organizations, that believe in BMD’s mission.

The Story Behind the Curtain:
Founding Broadway Media Distribution

In 2013, Quentin Sanford, along with Laura Facciani and Nathan Ramos, founded BMD.
After watching the increasingly common integration of video projections in Broadway
musicals, Sanford sought to create a revolutionary high-quality scenic content provider
that catered to educational and community theatres worldwide. Sanford wanted to make
artful Scenic Projections available to smaller theatrical groups, to aid in the transition of a
changing audience demographic and to further enhance the theatrical experience.
At its soul, BMD exists to serve the art form of theatre and to preserve the ability of smaller
organizations to successfully mount productions of professional quality.
The company’s first client, Good Company Players in California, is where Sanford found his
love of theatre performing throughout his youth. Today, BMD is the industry leader in scenic
content distribution, and works with 2,500+ clients globally.
With business steadily growing, in 2016 BMD expanded staff and operations globally with the
continued distribution of Scenic Projections and the introduction of audiovisual hardware.
Vision: To become the leader in theatrical media distribution and management.
Mission: Providing meaningful and compelling media to theaters of all sizes and enriching
the theatrical experience through innovative methods of storytelling.

Meet the Founder: Quentin Sanford
Quentin E. Sanford is an innovator in the theatre industry
and President of Broadway Media Distribution (formerly
Broadway Motion Design), which he founded in 2013.
Through the use of Broadway-quality scenic projections,
Quentin brings the perspective of a film cinematographer
and applies it to theatre. Quentin is passionate about
developing compelling and meaningful media for theatre,
and aims to shine a light on all of the moments in theatrical
history that exist now but do not yet have the visual
correspondence for audiences to experience and enjoy.
Quentin excels at development, conceptual vision and
strategic implementation. He has successfully represented
clients in more than twenty countries with international
intellectual property transactions. In addition to his work
at BMD, Quentin leads an animation production company,
and has experience in advertising, scenography and
creative direction.
quentinsanford.com

Product Catalogue
> Scenic Projections
To engage a younger audience demographic, theatres must adapt and deliver
the same caliber of visual engagement that younger generations have come
to expect of their entertainment. The solution is BMD’s animated Scenic
Projections, which absorb the audience in a picturesque delivery of a musical
through cinematic and interactive video.
Additionally, Scenic Projections can enhance or replace traditional painted
backdrops and built sets to cost-efficiently and beautifully communicate a
cinematic approach to theatre. This artful scenic component can convey the
time of day, the setting location, and the overall essence or theme of a musical
to an audience with only one look at the stage.
As playwrights continue to model new work after popular movies, a new
audience segment is created. This demographic, often experiencing theatre for
the first time, attends the theatre based on pop-culture familiarity and expects
nothing less than a cinematic experience.
Scenic Projections move theatre forward by discovering new methods of
meaningful theatrical storytelling through visual engagement.
To view samples of our inventory visit http://bit.ly/1VfPt1Fw

Product Catalogue Cont.
> Hardware
The newest discipline in theatrical design requires the most innovative
technology solutions in hardware including video control and delivery, video
projectors and projection surfaces.
Essential to the success of Scenic Projections is to understand and specify the
tools that will be used. BMD offers a specific inventory of hardware, eliminating
the unnecessary equipment and focusing on three core product areas: delivery,
output and surface.
Delivery doesn’t come simpler than the ImageCue - an innovative playback
device that is compact, reliable and powerful. ImageCue displays images and
videos controlled by a DMX lighting console, thus eliminating the need of a
computer to present rich media content to the stage.
Video output to the stage can be conflicted by shadows and light pollution.
BMD distributes video projectors that offer excellent brightness, high-resolution
output, with short and long throw projector lenses to combat common shadows.
BMD also distributes projection screens for standard stage sizes and shapes.
All screen surfaces are designed for excellent color and high-quality contrast.
In the past the technology needed to implement Scenic Projections was
expensive and required a technical expert to achieve the desired outcome.
Now, with our expertise, it is painless technical theatre.

What Makes Us Unique?
•

BMD was born from a group of individuals who’ve made
it their mission to help smaller theatrical organizations

•

Our products are thoroughly tested to ensure
the easiest inclusion of technology into theatrical
performances

•

The BMD Support Team will work around the clock to
ensure our clients’ orders are accurately delivered on time

•

There’s no such thing as “too small” of a client. We aim
to work with groups of all sizes to deliver high-quality
theatrical content

Featured in Stages Across the World
> BMD’s clients include more than 2,500 theatres in 24 countries.

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Dominica
England (UK)
France

Germany
Ireland
Italy
Livera
Malaysia
Marshall Islands
Morocco

Netherlands
New Zealand
Phillippines
Puerto Rico
USA
Russia
Saint Lucia

Spain
Sri Lanka
Trinidad
Turkey
Turks / Caicos

Featured Animated Shows
http://broadwaymediadistribution.com/index.php/scenic-pro

Featured Animated Shows
http://broadwaymediadistribution.com/index.php/scenic-pro
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Testimonials
“You guys were fantastic can’t wait to work with you again!! The projections caused
quite a buzz!”
- Cultural Arts Playhouse

“We were in a rush. We had contracted with someone else to do the slide work and
three days before opening they weren’t done. We contacted Broadway Motion
Design and had the slides by the end of our business day. We had the first act
downloaded and in place by dress rehearsal that evening. Broadway Motion Design
understood our emergency, had everything we needed and were great to work with.
We will definitely be using them again. An exceptional value, worth more than what
I paid for it.”
- Music Theatre of Idaho

“As always, we got lots of compliments on the gorgeous artistry of the projections. That
opening pre-show sequence is just stunning. We timed it out to the overture and Bert’s
first entrance, and several audience members reported that it gave them chills.”
- Broadway Training Center

“Now that we have discovered your talents, you have a customer for life.”
- Booker T. Washington High School

Downloads
Photos: http://press.bwymedia.com
Logo Branding: http://press.bwymedia.com/branding

Contact
Our press team loves working with journalists around
the world to tell the stories of how our products are
advancing amateur theatre productions on a global
scale. If you’re a member of the media and would like
to talk, please contact our team.
Direct all media inquiries to:
Email: press@bwymedia.com
Phone: 800 277 0343

